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Desmond Competitors Cause Library Damage 
t,y Lisa Kandel 
Although there · was a 
substantial attrition rate bet­
ween those who picked up the 
Desmond . Competition Prob­
lem and those ·who actually 
subtnitted briefs, according to 
Moot Court President Daniel 
Pease, the · competition is pro­
ceeding as scheduled. ·· 
Pease attributed the high 
drop-out rate, at least partially, 
. to ·students' becoming 
frustrated . in attempting to 
gain access to · library 
resources. Next year's . Moot 
Court Executive Board will 
work with the library ·staff to, · 
hopefully,,· devise a system 
Law Firms Drop Out, Sytacus·e 
Hiring ~orisortium Left In Cold 
by Martha leach, 
Assistant Director for Place-
me.nt Audrey Koscielniak ex-
pressed disappointment at the 
results of th~: first Consortium 
of l,)pstate . New . York ~aw 
Schools. The Consortium, 
wl'lldi- ·octiitted1fff <OtfObl!r··· Srir,ks.•Few-,tude,rits ini a,:1y·one- , 
i6th, was to have· t>eeri a 
recruiting day for six firms, giv-
ing them the chance to inter-
view Law · students from Buf-
falo, Albany and .Syracuse law 
schoois: Although pleased that 
Buffalo law students followed 
through on - their interviews, 
Kosdelniak said she was disap-
pointed that only. two of the 
firms showed up. 
One of the firms was 
Cleveland Waters and Bass 
from Co~cord, New Ham~ 
shire. This firm, which has a 
. general· civil practice, inter-
viewed seven Buffalo Law 
students. The other firm was 
·. Willen Brinks ,, Olds Hofer 
Gilson & Lione, Ltd, from 
Chicago. This firm, specializing . 
.in" patent . law, interviewed 
three Buffalo Law students. 
This was - the first recruit-
ment program run by the Con-
Grenada Teach-In Held. 
· ph~tos by M .E. Berger 
Law School Professor Virginia Leary {far right) was Joined by Political Science Professors Terry Nardin 
{far left) and Jerome Slater'{middle) at a Teach-In on the Grenada invasion. The panelists contended that 
the invasion of the Caribbean natio.n violated inter!,lational law. 
sortium. Similar cons~r~i~ ~xist poois :th~ ·q~aiified· a~plic~nts 
throughout the country, the together and makes a visit a 
· largest being the_ · Southeast worthwhile expenditure for the 
Con~ortium, whjch opef~t~ · firm. · Ai consortium provides 
out of Georgia. A cqi:lsort\um ~ ~is student \vith · an interyit,w 
is esfN:~!~lly . ~rieficial' . to· ·a · ·tie ·ot. she.. probably wouldn't 
patent-law f1rn:i like · Willii;i t,ave aotten. . . 
wh_ich will reduce this difficul-
ty. 
Milli• Matter 
The problem of limited 
resources was exacerbated by 
the disappearance of library 
materials. This included 
outright removal of library pro­
perty and "misplacement" of 
articles and microfiche sheets. 
To. replace the missing 
materials, Pease estimated, 
will cost the library "probably 
over a thousand dollars." Ac­
cording to Pease, it is unlikely 
that the Moot Court Board will 
pay for this damage. 
The Desmond Competition, 
structured so that it consists of 
two-person teams, includes a 
Iaw .. sctioql have_ the ' 
backirouncl · in .physical 
science that this firm looks for. 
Therefore, this firm will rarely 
visit individual law schools 
. because recruiting is too ex-
pensive. The Consortium of 
Upstate New York Law Schools 
.attracted this firm, however, 
because if was able to pool 
qualified applicants from three 
sct,ools together. 
Koscielniak feels · that con­
sortia tielp to provide students 
with interviews who might not 
otherwise get them. A prime 
example is the student with a 
background in . physital 
science, .seeking an interview 
with a firm like Willen-Brinks. 
If this-student is the only one 
,seekinlJ an interview, chances 
are slim that the fir~ will come 
out to see just that one st~­
dent. A consortium, however, 
written brief and three · nights 
of oral arguments. For grading 
purposes, brief -and oral scores 
will be weighed equally. 
Board Membership 
According ·to Pease, there 
will be a "natural cut-off" to 
decide Board membership so 
that "there will be an obvious 
difference between someone 
who makes the Board and so­
meone who doesn't." 
Pease estimated that ap­
proximately one out of four 
participants in the competition 
wi~I:~ i'nvited. to join th._e M~t 
Coitrt Board. . , • ~' .,.... · 
Tflere are two aspects of the. 
competition: the competition 
itself ·and Board membership. 
issue.,Th,~ pro(edu.ral qu~tiPD--. c~eri~•. tile .~ -hopes to
- ~,cilli\1.lt·, f~s tbat ··oon' 
concerns whether federal learn the ·scope of the ~ 
sort,. attract a ~ider range o( 
courts have -exclusive or con- blem: 
employers, including public in­
current jurisdiction over Title The Grievance Committee,terest aroups and government • VII claims. The substantive consisting of the Executive
agencies. She feels that the issue deals with whether a pur- Board members, will decide onproblem with this year's Con­ portedly gender-neutral an appropriate response. Pease
sortium was that it was seniority plan constitutes stated that the Board would
scheduled too late. Many pregnancy discrimination. "follow procedures similar tofirms, she said, were already in­ Of the 59 briefs submitted, those of the placement office" 
to their second interview stage 26 teams argued in favor of the when it receives complaints.
at the time this Consortium oc­ pregnant women petitioners No formal sanctions have been 
curred. She loo~s 'fo~ard to a and 33 teams wrote briefs sup- decided upon yet, he added. higher turnout next year. 
Committee on Paranormal Meets 
For International Conference 
by Victor Siclari 
On October 28 and 29, 1983, . 
the Committee. for the Scien­
tific _Investigation of Claims of 
the Paranormal (CSICOP) con-
, vened on the Amherst campus 
For purposes of the competi­
tion, the oral argument scores 
of each team member will be 
(iombined. However, for Board 
membership purposes, the 
Board will include· only the 
oral argument score of the in-
dividual participant. 
Board membership, Pease 
explained, will be determined 
after the preliminary rounds of 
oral arguments. The final 
rounds will not affect 
qualification for Board 
membership, ~ut rather are us-
ed $O!ely to determine the win-
ners of the cQmpetition. 
The Proble
0
m 
The four-member Problem 
Committee wrote ,the probl.em 
based on a com·pilation of real 
cases , . ·The · :act-ual issue 
presente~ hv. l~e ·problem ·has 
never beei:i -a~d~essed by the 
Supreme ·cou'rt; Pease stated. 
He was e_xtremely pleas~.with 
the prriblem·, noting .. tflat no
. 
questions regarding ambiguity 
arose. 
·consistent with the structure 
. of prioc problems, this year's. 
problem had both a , pro-
c~~·ral and a substantjye 
of SUNY at Buffalo for its first 
major international con• 
ference since its founding in 
1976. Headed by humanist 
philosopher and Professor of 
Philosophy at SUNY-Buffalo 
Paul Kurtz, the organization 
prides itself on a membership 
of approximately 200 scientists 
and skeptics from around the 
world.· 
Accprding to Kurtz, the pur­
poses of CSICOP include en­
couraging research into areas 
called paranormal, developing 
an appreciation for the scien­
tific attitude in . the general 
·public, p.roviding a resource 
for data on the paranormal, 
and publishing such informa-
ABA Recruitment 
p. 7 
Moot Court 
Finals Schedule p. 
Bookstore Contrdve;sy 
. _1 
porting the respondent . 
employer. Pease stated that he 
was · not surprised by tt'tis 
breakdown. . 
Inappropriate leftNlrb 
During · last year's OJ'al 
arguments, a "distinguished 
member of the Bar" made "an 
inappropriate · comment" to · a 
woman participant, Pease 
stated. Several Law Schoot 
organizations. including the 
As.sociation of Women Law 
Students, the Black American 
law -Students Association, and 
the Hispanic, Asian and Native 
American .Law Students 
· Association, felt that the Moot 
Court Board was not sensitive 
.to the . poteh~ial ·problem of 
:sexi,t _or r~ist ~marks arising 
in ttie :Co\lr~e of'the competi­
t~on." : . · 
In · response tci their ca. 
cerns,, the MQOt -Cou{t _Board 
has.included a statement in its 
general direc;tions enccxa'ra1ina 
anyone to whom: a 
"discriminatory comment" is 
made to complain . to the 
Board . By encouraaina 
·students ·to report such ;,.. 
tion i'n a quarterly journal call­
ed the Skeptical Inquirer as 
well as in other sources. 
Kurtz, in "Paul Kurtz: A 
Leading Debunker, of Paranor­
mal Speaks Out," from the 
Source, states that some 80 
percent of Americans believe 
in ESP and psychic 
phenomena. Also The Times 
(of lohdon) conducted a ques­
tionnaire in 1980 in which 98 
percent of the 1,314 
respondents expressed a belief 
in the existence of psychic ex­
periences. Ev~n McDormell­
Douglas donated SS00,000 to .. .; . , 
Washingtor:i University in St. 
Louis to establish a laboratory 
continued on page '/0 
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--Editorial----------------
Out of Bounds 
On November 2, the Student Bar Assoc iation passed a resolu- · 
tion on the U.S. invas ion of Grenada which conde~n~d Pres i­
dent Reagan's use of armed forces in that country. The SBA 
Board then sent copies of thi s resolution to·a bevy of elected 
public offic ials from the Pres ident on down, and to the local 
media. (See text of the resolution o·n Page 5.) While we recognize 
the national and international importance of the invas ion, and 
believe it must be discussed, we f ind it rather questionable that the 
1 
SBA would take up its time debating such a politica l topic and 
then declare its findings as representative of the Law School·, stu­
dent body . 
We must qyestion the SSA Board with resp~ct to its re;;olu tion 
for severa l reasons. First, it presented nothing more than·aserie~' 
of conclusions; on its face, it was lacking in factual backing. Marv. 
· of the statements of " fact" contained in it are qu ite probably true, 
but no effort was made in its text to leg itimize its cl aims with sup­
porting fac ts (or citat ions to the sources of f acts). To quote just a 
few examples:-(f]hi·s invas ion violates the fundamental principles 
of the co-existence of states ;,., " (T]his invas ion .further v io lates 
both the United Nations Charter and the Charter of the Organiza­
tion of Ameri can States;" and " (T]his invas ion is v iol ative of the 
1973 War Powers Act. " Any or all o f these allegatio.ns· may be 
proven true, bu t casting the allegations-in the form of a £ollective . 
resolution does not prove any 9f them as such. Anyone can make · 
accusations. If there is one thing we are constantly told in this law • 
school, it is, " Mak-e the argument. " The SBI\ Board 's resolution · 
does not make any arguments at.all. Instead.it only· rnake·s co~- · 
clusory statements that contribute little to the debate that should 
rightly ari se over the invasion issue. . . · 
In addition, we take exception to the stateme~t in th~ resolution 
that the members of the SBA Board speak " as the elected 
representatives of the student bo,dy" on·the invasion issue. While 
the Board may legitimately speak with respect -to ma11y intra­
school and intra-university -a ffairs, it does not speak with such 
legitimacy with respect to the political beliefs of the students. 
Nothing in the SBA Constitl!_tion confers on the Board the power 
to represent ·the students of U/B Law to the world at large. No 
one at this institution voted for SBA ~fficials so that their o:ffici~I : 
positions could become a forum for their own political beliefs. 
Finally, we wonder if entreating The President Himself is likely 
to attract more than an impersonal and irrelevant form letter from 
(at best) the Deputy Press Secretary. More likely the resolution 
was directed at the low entities on the resolution's mailing list, i.e., 
the local media. All things considered, we found last week's 
Teach-In on the subject to be a more newsworthy event han the 
ministerial passing of a resolution .by a majority of international­
law novices. 
We must emphasize that w~ are not prepared to condemn or 
condone President Reagan's ~ctions in Grenada. We are divided 
on the merits of the issue ourselves. Our point of contention is on­
ly with the SBA Board's taking upon itself the voice of the student 
body on this question. If SBA is to fulfill its functions, it should not 
be venturing into thi s questionable area of politicizing. 
--Letter to the Editor----- ------------ -------
0 e SmOnd Funding Denounced 
To the Editor: 
At .November third's S.B.A. 
meeting, the Board of Direc­
tors voted to agument the cost 
of providing free dinners to 
guests at the Moot Court Com­
petition dinner. The motion 
which was passed stated that 
student activity fees of up to 
$200 dollars would be made 
available · to Moot Court for 
dinner expenses incurred over 
the cost of $1700 dollars. The 
$1_700 dollar figure is the 
amount contributed by the 
Law Alumni Association, 
which has funded the entire 
cost of the dinner in years past. 
This year's total dinner tab has 
been estimated at $2000 
dollars, a substantial increase 
over last year's total. 
Individual dinners are to 
cost ten dollars, however, only 
spouses of Moot Court Board 
members are required to pay 
for their meals . All ot-hers eat 
free, so to speak. The S.B.A. 
made a faint-hearted effort to 
limit the subsidy to $7.50 per 
person for certain categories 
of dinner guests, such as 
spouses of judges. Otherwise, 
the full ten dollar subsidy has 
been maintained. 
The result of the S.B.A. 
allocation is that student ac­
tivity fees will no~ go towards 
buyng dinners for the Moot 
Court Board, judges and their 
spouses, clerks, faculty and 
competitors . The arguments 
voiced in favor of this innova­
tion were to the effect that 
free dinners have been "tradi­
tional," "judges won't want to 
participate in future years if 
· they have to pay/ "the com­
petition costs too much as it 
is," and this from a second 
year director - "I've worked 
so hard (for the competition)." 
continued on page B 
-- Our Readers Write ------------------------
Opinion Columnist Takes Heat 
To The Opinion: 
When Mr. Viets' first article 
appeared in the October 12 
issue of The Opinion, I regard-
ed it as one of life's mysteries. 
I devoted no more time to 
resolving the mystery, 
however, since in reading the 
article I had already allotted 
more time to the mystery than 
it deserved. 
Now, however, after seeing 
that The Opinion is demystify-
ing Mr. Viets by accepting his 
work on a regular basis, I must 
object to the practice. My first 
objection is that I am simply 
uninterested jn· his willingness 
to r_egal~ us with·stories of his 
syba'riti_c ·pursa1t, of the. perfect ., 
Ealiforni°a ta'n.· Of course., my 
. response may°·hav~ been more 
approving had Mr. Viets re-
counted in detail ·one of his 
tales of drug-induced moral 
degeneracy, but alas, he did 
not. 
My second objection ·is that 
articles of this nature reflect 
poorly on the journalistic 
quality of The Opinion . Among 
the · several . campus 
riewspapers at (and· for) our 
disposal, I enjoy reading The 
Opinion because it generally 
avoids the gratuitous acts of 
self - indulgence that are 
~01,1tine in the _ot_her publica­
tions. Should orie require · an 
example, one need search no 
farther than · The Spectrum's 
grievously emine·nt Mr. Mack 
and his aptly-named "Attack." 
Naturally, an author can be 
self-interested without being 
mercenary, but Mr. Viets has 
boldly crossed that line with 
no apparent desire to retreat. I 
suggest that The· Opinion 
would receive fewer articles of 
this ilk if it published without 
by-lines. 
My remarks are not entirely 
negative. The Pudge Meyer ar­
ticle on pro_fessional wrestling 
was a refreshing and welcome 
change from the standard fare 
of Islanders, Knicks, Jets and 
Mets. I eagerly await his next 
article. Please, publish more 
articles on wrestling! Less 
Viets! Less Mets! 
Daniel Joyce 
Editor's Response 
Dear Mr. Joyce: 
While I most certainly ap­
preciate any feedback, either 
positive or negative, with 
respect to the columns to point out some of the more 
published under ,my name, I humorous aspects of one law 
am somewhat confused by student's life. My intent is to 
your comments. I do not know make people laugh. If you or 
whether they are supposed to anyone else has anything to 
be funny or serious. say as to whether or not I am 
If you are trying to be successful at this, I will be glad 
facetiou s, then, well, I guess to listen. Many have already 
everyone Wants to be a come- done this and for them I have 
dien. If this is the case, I am nothing but thanks. 
sure that the editorial staff of In addition, I find your ob-
The Opinion will be more than jections to be at best ques-
happy to accept for publica- tionable. If you are not in-
tion something that you have terested in what I write about, 
written. · · they why do you continue to 
On the other hand, if you are read my articles? If my writings 
being serious in objecting to reflect poor journalistic quali-
my columns, then I believe ty, then, again, perhaps you 
that you are missing the point should write something for The 
·of them. There is nothing· Opinion . 
. mystifytn'g l 'abo'u't : ; my1. ·ar- ;, ., ' '. . ' --· 
·ticles- they are me.re attempts 
_ Andy. .H.:V.iets 
. . - . 
News or Editorial? 
To the Editor: 
On reading the lead article 
. of the Oct. 12th The Opinion, 
" Legal Services Corp . 
Dfstributes Monies for 
Political Lobbies", I was un­
sure as to whether I was 
ceadjng ·a .news feature or an 
·edi,to~ial. One can only assume 
it was an editorial. That being 
the case, it's a pity the student 
body wasn ' t able to 
demonstrate the same sen­
timents in the selection of the 
editorial staff of The Opinion 
as it was able to demonstrate 
in recent SBA elections. 
Richard Moore 
Editors' Response 
.Dear Mr. Moore: 
This is in response to your 
letter which we received Oc­
tober 22. 
The article to which you 
refer was not an editorial . With 
the exception of the staff 
editorial which appears on 
page 2, all articles reflect the 
opinions of their authors only. 
We regret that we did not 
make this policy clearer to 
you, but we also regret that we 
must restate it every time a 
controversial article passes our 
desk. Although politically we 
may not agree with all articles 
9ur contributors write we are 
obligated , to publish' diverse 
points of view. 
Whenever possible, we try 
to confine articles such as the 
one in question to our inside 
pages. It was with great con­
cern that we placed the Legal 
Services commentary on our 
front page. Unfortunately, The 
Opinion can only publish that 
which has been submitted, and 
that issue was extremely short 
on more conventional copy. 
Our upcoming issue will con­
tain a thoughtful and timely 
response ·to the Legal Services 
piece [see The Opinion, Oct. 
26, 1983, article by C. Piro]. We 
welcome substantial and in­
sightful responses to the ar­
ticles that we publish; we do 
not appreciate 77-wcxd attacks 
on our editorial legitimacy 
which neither fill space in the 
paper nor address the issues 
. that the questioned article rais­
ed. 
For your information, The 
Opinion's editorial staff is 
elected each April by a majori­
ty vote of the general staff, 
which consists of the existing 
editorial staff and such other 
law students as have con­
tributed their services and at 
least three articles/ 
photos/graphics to the 
newspaper throughout the 
preceding year.. All law 
students are eligible to 
become staff members of The 
Opinion. 
Mary Ellen Berger 
Editor-in-Chief 
Ray Stilwell 
Managing Editor 
l 
l ! 
--Political Commentary -------------------------------------------~' -----
J\5 Judge, Clark F~voiecl' ·PfiVate t:and R;gnts·· 
by David H. Ealy 
· 
Justice Cardozo once 
observed that the extent to 
which property rights must 
yield to the public interest in-
volves a weighing of the 
private loss against the public 
benefit. Courts are regularly re-
quired to perform a balancing 
function in this context. 
Although our country's next 
Secretary of the Interior may 
not have extensive ad-
ministrative experience, as a 
California Supreme Court 
Justice ftom 1973 to 1981 he 
dealt continually with en-
vironmental issues. A look at 
the opinions he wrote during 
this period reveals a superior 
regard for private rights. 
William P. Clark was ap-
pointed to the California 
Supreme Court on March 23, 
1973 by then-Governor 
Ronald Reagan. Before this he 
was Governor Reagan's 
Cabinet Secretary and Chief of 
State. Mr. Clark has a close 
relationship with the President 
and will have ready access to 
the Oval Office. In his new 
post as· Secretary of the In-
terior, Mr:-Clark has the poten-
tial for being much more effec-
tive than his predecessor 
James Watt irt pushing through 
his decisions. 
There has been wide 
speculation . as to why M~. 
Clark chose to abandon his 
role as National Security Ad-
visor. It may have been 
because of pressure from the 
"prqmatic" faction in the 
White House, but his decision 
may have been influenced by a 
desire to broaden his scope of 
influence-for now he is a 
member of President Reagan's 
Cabinet. Whatever the reason, 
if former Justice Clark is con-
firmed by the Republican-
dominated Senate, he will in­
fluence the use and disposition 
of the vast Federal land 
holdings. The environmental 
impact of this influence is un­
· questionable. 
Justice may be blind in 
theory, but in practice justice 
must be guided by recourse to 
- some inner reference. It is dif­
ficult tor · a judge to navigate 
his way through legal issues 
without some reference to his 
own "moral compass." As a 
judge, William P. Clark's com­
pass pointed a little to the 
right. His conservative orienta­
tion is evident in the opinions 
First Year Students 
Try ._Mock Rape ·case ' 
by Lisa Roy 
Professor Charles Ewing's 
first-year Criminal Law Ciass 
·will ,· hold a ,mock trial · on 
· November 11 ·at '7:00 p.m: in 
room 109. Kno~ Hall;- The t(ial 
is expected to last three ho1,1rs, 
and all are invited to attend. 
Approximately thirty 
students from Prof. Ewing's 
class are divided between the 
prbsecution and defense of 
Mr. Rusk, a Maryland resident 
accused of rapin~ a 21-year-old 
woman. · 
The roles of defendant, vie-
tim, .and witnesses will be 
played by Law students; 
however, the jury has been 
selected from two 
undergraduate p'r~Law .clas~es 
· tauaht ~Y Pr.of~ssors Tarbet 
and Brady. 
-T.he idea for the trial 
originated with Gina Peca and 
a small group of Section One 
students currently in charge of 
the o~erall organization of the 
preject. Professor Ewing . is 
greatly encouraged by the en­
thusiasm and participation of 
his first-year class,- and may 
make the mock trial an option 
for future classes to pursue. 
Military Adverturism, Devices 
Plague Boris·, ·Bif. & Cribbs 
It was with good reason that 
the Reagan invasi0n • of 
Grenada was the center of at-
tention last week, but'a similar 
event earlier this Fall went vir-
tually unnoticed by the wire 
services and got less than· a 
paragraphy in most of the 
local media. It seems that, 
under the cloak of a joint inter-
. disciplinary departmental 
cooperation agreement, 1U B 
President Sample ordered an 
invasion of the Law School by 
a joint force of undergraduate 
students and faculty. The ob-
jectives and purpose of this in-
vasion were concisely stated 
by Sample . at ·a press con-
ference to announce the inva-
s,ion in early September: "Our 
intentions are.honorable. After 
the forced and bloody depar-
ture of moderate Dean 
Headrick, a brutal group of lef-
tist thugs, led by Schlegel, took 
over the administration of this 
.small but vitally strategic , 
school." , 
No one knows how lor;ig' the 
students will stay, but rein-
forcerrients are expected to 
take over the Law library come 
exam time. Orie of the par-
ticular reasons for using the 
librat\1,-,as. aJ>as of ,QP.eta,~ioQ 
. '' 
is believed -to be the difficulty 
my associates would have get­
ting a. truck with the ap­
propriate compliment of ex­
plosives up the steps to the se­
cond floor (not to mention the 
difficulty of negotiating the 
turn from the satellite cafe, 
around the elevators and 
through the library window 
while maintaining a high rate 
of speed). · 
I would be terribly remiss in 
my responsibilities as a yellow 
journalist if I failed to mention 
last Saturday's softball 
playoffs. What a display of 
unabashed irresponsibility and 
team spirit that was! To think 
that so many could play so far 
' over their heads on so 
miserable a day for so . tong 
against so many for so lit­
tie-it was so inspiring. So was 
the weather. Saturday, Oct. 
29~h. was about as poor a d~y 
as we've had this year, but still 
the hitting and fielding on the 
p'art of the Cylindrical Devices 
(hometown favorites who lost 
the close final game to some 
other' team whose name slips 
my mind right now) was nigh­
upon flawless . A bad case of 
nerve damage has plaaued the 
....alD·veJ:iit~~ of. the, entire tea,n 
I• 
he wrote touching on en- Metromedia majority balanced·, total prohibition of protected 
virqnmental matters while a the aesthetic goals o'f the zon- expression." He did not think 
. judge on the California ing regulation (along with a alternative means· of expres-
Supreme Court: Most of these minor traffic safety element) . ·sion were .available and accus­
were dissenting opi9ions. against the Respondent's First 
In the well-known 1980 Amendment rights, and found 
Metromedia case, · the Califor- the public benefit to outweigh 
nia Supreme Court upheld a .. the private los·s. Justice Clark 
San Diego zening regulation weighed •the factors differently 
which prohibited the use of off and solely opposed six other 
site billboards. The majority Justices in deciding that the 
endorsed the aesthetic goals of -~esthetic objectives involved 
the regulation and found the did not warrant the prohibition 
regulation to be a proper exer- of the commercial·speech con-
cise. of the city's police power. tained on billboards. 
Justice Clark wrote a lone In his dissenting opinion, 
dissenting opinion. Clark declared that "ob-
In its opinion the trusiveness does not justify 
ed the .majority_of pushing the 
police power "so far from 
center balance as to abolish 
protected speech." Mr. Clark's ~ 
regard for aesthetically pleas­
ing land use is. left to conjecs 
ture. 
Whereas Just.ice Clark's 
position in the Metromedia 
case can pe;haps be con­
sidered pro-development, his 
position in a 1973 case inter-
preting a Coastal Zone Conser-
continued on page 5 
U/B Bookstore's Procedures 
For Purchasing Te·xtbeoks 
Lead to Fa,culty Criticism 
by Wendy Cohen 
In the wake of criticism over 
the campus bookstore's orde~-
ing procedures, the ·Law School 
faculty will be discus.sing alter-
natives to ordering texts from 
the campus bookstore at a 
meeting on Friday, November 
11th. 
Criticism of the bookstore 
wa~ initiated by students who 
found that the store ran out of 
new books for some courses at 
the beginnning of the fall 
semester, although sufficient 
new books were ordered by 
faculty ' members: Tw9 ex----
a_mples .!'re Professor Majo,rie 
Girth's Debtor-Creditor and 
Sex~Based Di'scrimination 
courses. 
In September, Professor 
Girth wrote to University Vice 
President Edward Doty to 
bring to his attention that the · 
bookstore had run about a 
dozen books short for Debtor-
Creditor, and had · urged 
students to buy used books. AA 
even Jarger percentage of 
students were left without 
(cold weather, aluminum bats 
and hard throws were the 
cumulative cause) but the pro­
blem, which , has been aptly 
named "shattered crystal" syn­
drome, should go away by next 
~eason. For those of you who 
are curious, ·try holding a 
baseball-sized chunk of ice un­
til you can't feel your har:id and 
, then· give. your best friend· an 
inspired and vigorou,s high­
five-tal~about pain, this1 one 
is a real high for masochists. 
Chevy MVP awards clearly 
go the entire Device team: 
Sara and Sue for showing up, 
no matter how comfortable 
the bed is on a cold Saturday 
morning at 9:00; Barney for dy­
ing when we needed it most; 
Bif and Cor.dy for being Bif and 
Gordy-no question; Watty for 
the "heat-of-the-moment" 
high-five; Stewy, John, J.ohn 
and Nissan for really playing 
softball; Warren and Eggy for 
their errorless drinking efforts 
after the game; Boris for sur­
prising everyone, including the 
other team; and, finally, the 
scheduling committee for get­
ting us into the playoffs on the 
strength of our un­
precendented string of forfeit 
.vit;tor.ies~·-Do. Svidanya: . ~,· 
texts for Professor Girth's Sex­
Based Discrimination seminar: 
though she requested eighteen 
new books, only five were ac­
tually ordered. Commenting 
on the difficlty with relying on 
used books in courses which 
are oriented towards solving 
problems in the texts, Prof. 
Girth said "I don't think that 
the bookstore should decide 
for reasons of its own that new 
copies won't be available for 
students who want them." 
Another problem with the 
book ·ordering process which 
Prof. Girth pointed out was the 
substitution of a cloth bound 
book for a less expensive 
paperback book she had 
ordered for her seminar, 
pethaps because. cloth bound 
books are more profitable for 
the bookstore to s_ell . The 
bookstore state~ that it_did not 
kno~ the b_o<>k m question was 
available m paperback, Pro­
fessor Girth remarked that ap­
parently, if an instructo(s 
order was based on more re­
cent information than the 
bookstore had available in its 
records, the book'.store 
disregarded the instructor's re­
quest and ordered on the basis 
of its own information . 
In an effort to ensure that 
relations between the Law 
School and the bookstore are 
smoother in the spring 
semester, Campus Bookstore 
Manager John Feuerborn 
states that one specific 
eniployee has been designated 
to deal with all aspects of 
book ordering for the Law 
School. This employee will be 
responsible for personally con­
tacting all faculty members ·in 
regard to their orders. Explain­
ing the bookstore's propo5al to 
improve service in ·a letter to 
Associate Dean John Schlegel, 
Mr. •Feuerborn also requested 
that faculty members include 
the notation "new" on text re­
quisition forms, to avoid any 
possible conflicts. 
Commenting on -the pro­
blems at the start of the 
semester, Mr. Feuerborn said 
continued on page 4 
SBA Town Meeting Seek To 
Encourage Student Participation 
by Craia Atlas was held on 
November 7. This 
Monday. 
time the 
The SBA recently completed subject was the Academic 
a process_ of . selecting Pol icy and Program 
interested students to serve on .Committee (APPC), which 
Law School committees. Now deals with exam policy, 
that these committees are grading policy, curriculum, 
a.ctually functioning, you may and other academic matters 
be interested in what they are which affect us all (such as, 
doing and how they affect you. what is the "Buffalo Model"?). 
For this· reason, 'the SBA is · The final "Town Meeting" 
holding a series of "Town for this semester is scheduled 
Meetings" of the student body. for Monday, November 14, at 
Each of these informal 1:00 p.m. in the student louhge 
meetipgs will focos on QJ'le of on the first floor of O'Brian 
the Law School committees. Hall . The topic will be 
All interested persons are admissions. polciy. This is an 
invited to attend in order to opportunity to become 
find out what the committees informed · about what input 
are doing and to contribute students have into admissions 
·suggestions as to what decisions, as well as to suggest 
priorities the student members to our representatives on the 
of the committees should be Admissions Committee what 
focusing on. they should take into account 
The first of these "Town in selecting new U/B Law 
Meetings" was held on_ students. 
Monday, October 17. Those These "Town Meetings" are 
people who showed up got a meant to be informal ways to 
chance to tell the students stay informed and to voice 
members of the Appointments your opinions to our 
Committee what qualities they Committee representatives. 
should be looking for in Feel free to bring a lunch! 
screening new professors. Coffee and other beverages 
The next "Town Meeting" will be provided . 
- -
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Capen Office~ Op~n 
by Steve Wickmark sideri11g legislation which 
Dear fellow students: would revise Sallie Mae's 
Now is the time when the charter. I'll keep you informed 
last thing you · want to hear as to further developmen~s. 
about is financial aid. Either 4) L'.-'te . Fee Waivers _ 
your bill is paid and you are off Anyone who missed the Oc­
the hook for this semester or tober 25th payment date for 
your loan application is the first semester's bill should 
hopelessly lost in the expect a twenty dollar late fee 
bureaucracy so you have given unless you have seen me and 
up. Regardless of the sour~e of were a~le to get it waived. Bills 
your apathy, it is a safe bet not paid before the next due 
that you all suffer from it. date will have an additional 
Nevertheless I am obligated to twenty dollars tacked on. 
bring you up to date on a few 5) Office Hours - Finding 
financial aid facts . that I spend more time than I 
1) Work ·study- Pay checks had originally anticipated 
for work study students will be tracking down loan checks and 
distributed from the Financial TAP applications, I have had 
Aid Office in 232 Capen Hall to reduce my office hours 
beginning November 4th. somewhat. Starting November 
2) Satellite Branch-For 7th I will no longer hold open 
those of you who have not yet office hours after 3 p.m. on 
discovered it, the Financial Aid Tuesday or before 12 noon on 
Office and the Office of Stu- Friday. If someone needs to 
dent Accounts have opened see me during these times I will 
branches in room 232 Capen. be willing to arrange appoint­
Most of the problems which ments. 
heretofore necessitated a trip 6) 1984-85 Financial Aid Ap­
to Main Street can now be plicatibns-FAF and FAA 
taken care of in Capen. forms for next year's NDSL and 
3) Sallie Mae-Sallie Mae work study will be available 
still lives. I have requested soon . There will be a financial 
fliers and information from aid information table set up 
Sallie Mae re: loan consilida- outside the law library where 
tion . Congress is currently con- these forms can he picked up. 
Faculty Criticizes Booksto're's Procedures 
continued irom page 3 
" We were under the assump­
tion that law students, like 
other students, would want to 
buy used books. It was pointed 
out to us that law students 
prefer new books, and in the 
future we will have new books 
on the shelf ." He added that he 
does not forsee any problems 
in supplying law students with 
new texts in the spring 
semester, unless a particular 
course is overenrolled. "If 100 
books are ordered, and 105 
- Commentary 
students are in the class those order what they are told to 
five students won ' t ' have order; the faculty asserts to the 
books," he noted. contrary," he pointed ou·t. 
Prof. Girth commented that Alternatives 
if the basic policy is that the Dean Schlegel, at the re-
bookstore cuts faculty orders, quest of the faculty, has been 
" it remains to be seen" investigating alternatives to 
whether having a single person selling law school texts in the 
in charge of Law School text campus b'ookstore. He will pre-
ordering will help. Dean seht. the pr~posals .of three 
Schlegel adds that we can't local bookstores at Friday's 
ascertain what caused the scheduled faculty_ meeting. 
underordering last semester: Commenting on the pros and 
"The bookstore asserts that ex- cons of switching to an off-
cept in cases of error, they campus bookstore, he noted 
How to Open an Oyst_er Without 
A Knife on the Moneymatic Line 
by Andy H . .Viets 
Sitting in the library the 
other day pretending that I was 
studying, it suddenly came to 
mind that I had to pay my rent 
for this month. Off I went to 
the Marine Midland 
Moneymatic Machine in 
Capen Hall. Expecting the line 
to be rather long, I brought 
with me a few books to read. 
When I got there, my worst 
fears were realized. One of the 
machines w~s closed down. 
............... 
lada~ 
- ~ 
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1171 N. F. Blvd. 3171 Main St. , 
Amhent Buffalo . 
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The other had a line behind it 
that extended back to Talbert 
Bullpen. I got on the end of the 
line and began to wait. Realiz­
ing that this could take awhile, 
I pulled out my ta~ book . I 
soon became engrossed in the 
fascinating world of ill-gotten 
gains taxes. I finished the 
assignment and looked up. The 
line had moved about ten feet. 
I stood there for a few minutes 
just looking around and twid­
dling my thumbs. I needed 
something to do so I took the 
October 31, 1983 edition of 
Time magazine out of my 
backpack. 
Opening it, I randomly turn­
ed to page 92, on which there 
was a short article about 
General Motors agreeing " to 
spend $42 .5 million dollars 
over five years to increase the 
representation of women and 
minorities at all levels of the 
company." 
While reading this a 
gentl~man got on line behind 
me and began peering over my 
shoulder. 
"What do you think of this 
GM settlement?" he asked me. 
"I'm not sure," I responded, 
somewhat surprised that he 
was talking to me. The only 
thing I've· ever heard anyone 
on the Moneymatic line utter 
is a rather vicious growl about 
·how long the line is and how 
long they had been waiting. 
"Well," he said, "I ' ll tell you 
what I think. I belieye that 
whatever is good for General 
Motors is good for the 
country ." 
" I'm sorry," I said with a 
blank face. " I didn't know." 
"Don't you think that what's 
good for business is good for 
the nation?" he asked, eyeing 
me suspiciously. 
"Well," I responded, "I don't 
like to make blanket com­
ments like that about a11y in­
stitution ." 
" What are you? " he 
demanded, "one of those left­
wing radical godless com­
munists from the law school?" 
I stood there dumbfounded. 
Then I got angry. Where I 
come from, them's fightin' 
words. I might be a godless 
communist, but no one gets 
away with calling me a left-
wing radical. 
"I beg your pardon," I said. 
"While I am most certainly a 
student of the law, the re­
mainder of your description· is 
not quite accurate. I prefer to 
think of myself as an idealistic 
realist" 
"W~II. suit yourself," he 
said, "but I still think it's a fact 
that whatever is good for 
General Motors is good for the 
country." 
.. continued on page ·1·1 
that it would be inconvenient 
' for students to have to buy 
books off .campu~. and at le1st 
the campus bookstore is near-
by. Student input on the 
bookstore issue is encouraged, 
and Dean Schlegel said that 
serious suggestions might carry 
some ·weight ,with the faculty . 
··ordering law'f,ooks from an 
off-qmpus store has received 
mixed reac;tions from faculty 
and students. Prof. Girth said 
that if the law school could get . 
better service, without too 
mucti inconvenience to 
students, then certainly order­
ing books from an off-campus 
store was a possibility to be ex­
plored . Law student Qavid 
Marcus also commented 
favorably on the idea, stating 
that one reason for the 
bookstore's poor service was 
that it is a monopoly, since the 
nearest place to purchase law 
books outside of. the campus 
store is Syracuse. Law student 
Debbie Colomb, however, 
commented on the inconve­
nience of ordering from an off­
campus bookstore, especially 
since students may need to 
visit the bookstore throughout 
the semester. 
Asked to comment on the 
bookstorfs service, students 
cited several problems. Third 
year student Mike Croben said 
"I think it's abysmal. I don't 
think it's unusual for a college 
bookstore to get books in late 
or run short of books but what 
is unusual is the way they in­
evitably blame it on the pro­
fessors." Mike recalled that 
the Professor Halpern ' s 
Criminal Law class last year, 
students had nothing to study 
for several weeks, and Prof. 
Halpern had to copy the first 
few chapters of the casebook 
a-nd put them on reserve. Mike 
also remarked that it would be 
a lot more convenient to raze 
the new bookstore building 
and move the bookstore back 
to Baldy Hall, where it would 
get more customers. 
Third year student Dave 
Marcus also suuested that the 
bookstore try. to ~xpedite late 
faculty orders so that students 
could buy books at the beginn­
ing_of classes, and that the 
bookstore put a sufficient 
number of 'new books out on 
the shelves for . new courses, 
rather than used books which 
are heavily marl<ed or the 
wrong edition. Another im­
provement in service, he 
· noted; would ' be to have more 
help in-' the aisles · from 
salespeople at the start of the 
semester. One further sugges­
tion, offered by •• Debbie 
Colomb, would be to. have 
some type of :organized stu­
dent and faculty input fnto 
what books the store stocks in 
its literature, section. 
A key to receiving better ser­
vice from the bookstore in the 
future is monitoring its actions, 
Prof. Girth suggested. "As long 
as there is only one bookstore 
on campus, it will have to be 
monitored closely. If it is, it is 
less likely to be a problem in 
fature." 
, Satellite Sales 
In a related topic, Dean 
Schlegel also explained why 
L;1w School duplicated 
materials are now oeing sold in 
the Admissions and Records 
Office rather than the 
bookstore. He explained that 
the State of New York was be­
ing sued for copyright infringe­
ment stemming from the use of 
duplicated materials in the 
Computer Science Depart­
ment, and while the Law 
School's· position is that its use 
of duplicated materials falls 
within the Fair Use Doctrine, 
this position had been 
disputed. The University had 
taken the position that the 
bookstore sell duplicated 
materials only _with the permis­
sion of the author, publisher, 
and all other relevant parties, 
or an affidavit from the author 
attesting that permission from 
all rlecessary persons has been 
obtained. Dean Schlegel was 
unable to state whether selling 
the duplicated • materials 
through A&R results in savings 
for students. 
__,,.._____________..1..1..________----1.____;____________ 
As Judge, Clark Favored Private Land Rights 
/
-- Political Commentary -.,._..,.._______ 
continued from page J 
vati.on Act is conclusively pro­
development.- Writing for the 
majority in a 4-3 decision, 
Justice Clark interpreted a pro­
vision of that Act so as to 
allow builders who h-ad obtain­
ed building permits after the 
effective date of the Act to cir­
cumvent its environmental ob­
jectives. 
Justice Mosk wrote a strong 
dissent arguing that the 
legislature would not have ex­
empted construction com­
menced before a deadline 
from environmental con­
straints, w~en it specifically re­
quired substantial construc­
tion before this date in another 
provision of the Act . The 
minority also pointed out that 
the majority interpretation 
allowed a builder who hurried­
ly performed "substantial 
work" on a project inconsis­
tent with the assurances of 
coastal development consis­
tent with environmental objec­
tives"· to " beat" the deadline 
with the legal stamp of good 
faith . 
As a result of the decision in 
this case, seventeen building 
projects totalling 2,700 units 
were granted immunity from 
the Conservation Act. Ten of 
the builders received their 
building permits within . two 
weeks of the deadline. One 
builder of a 100-unit con­
dominium obtained his 
building permit one day before 
the deadline and poured part 
of the foundation that same 
day, ther~by qualifying for 
complete exemption from_th_e 
~c;~ , f '!• ,- ,• I. , 1~• • ~• ,i "• ,••.., '-'! 
Again, in1_, a disse,n~ing 9pi­
nion in .1974, Justice Cla~k 
revealed his conservative bent. 
Again there was a choice bet­
ween public land use benefit 
and private enterprise; Justice 
Clark sided with private enter­
prise. The 1974 No Oil case 
dealt explicitly with the rights 
of big business in the form of 
the Occidental Petroleum Cor-
poration . Mr. Clark's position 
on the issue in that case il­
lustrates his deference to the 
needs of large commercial 
enterprises. 
No Oil involved the judicial 
interpretation of the California 
Environmental . Quality Act 
(CEQA) of 1970. CEQA man­
dated submission of an en­
vironmental impact report 
(EI R) for all projects having a 
"significant effect on the en­
vironment." The court directed 
the Superior Court to set aside 
city ordinances allowing the 
oil company to drill two test 
wells on the beach at Pacific 
Palisades because the city fail­
ed to render a written deter­
mination outlining why an EIR 
was not required. 
The majority held that an 
agency should prepare an EIR 
whenever it perceives "some 
substantial evidence that a 
project may have a significant 
effect enviror;imentally ." 
Justice Clark in his dissent 
argued that the· test wells were 
drilled for the purpose of 
" resource evaluation" (despite 
the ramifications of a positive 
test) and thus were categorical­
ly exempt from the act 
because the project would not 
result in a "serious.~or major 
disturbance to an environmen­
tal resource." 
Despite intense and continu­
ing public concern with the 
possibility of environmental 
disaster and the impact of oil 
drilling in the vicinity of public 
beaches and residential 
nelghborhoods, the .dissent 
c·onc: 11.i ded ·tha't 'the test hb les 
~ ·ou'la' . have~-n·o · ·s1gn1iflcant '.ef­
fect' on 'the en~ironmerit. The 
majority considered public 
concern to be an important 
factor in determining whether 
an EIR should be prepared, yet 
Justice Clark disregarded this 
factor in his analysis. 
Perhaps the clearest exam­
ple of Mr. Clark's position on 
environmental issues is discer-
nable from his stance in State 
of California v. Fogerty . There 
the balancing equation was 
reduced to its simplest terms: 
the issue was whether the State 
government could be estopped 
from protecting the state's 
shorezones from being over-
utilized. · 
The majority posit ion rested 
on the rule that estoppel will 
not be applied to the govern­
ment if the result is to nullify a 
strong rule of policy adopted 
for the public benefit. Justice 
Clark_in his dissent recognized 
this rule of law but also 
recognized that government 
may be estopped when the in­
ju st ice to be prevented 
outweighs the resulting effect 
on public benefit . The out­
come of the analysis turns on 
the pure balancing of public 
and private interests. 
In refusing to apply the doc­
trine of estoppel , the majority 
emphasized the fragility and 
complexity of the biologically 
useful shorezone resource . 
Justice Clark in his dissent 
focussed on the extent of the 
shorezone throughout the 
State and the productive 
benefits afforded by this land 
when private use is unrestrain­
ed. In this case the future In­
terior Secretary preferred 
unlimited private use of a com­
plex wildlife habitat over the 
preservation of that resource 
to any degree. 
The consensus inside the 
White House, according to 
press accounts, is that Mr. 
Clark is a much more even­
tempered administrator than 
was his predecessor. But those 
who disliked Mr. Watt's pro­
development stance may find 
an even more capable adver­
sary in Mr. Clark . He will have 
the President's ear for his 
pos sibly . stronger pro ­
development outlook. He will 
not be in the news as much as 
James Watt, but he will now be 
implementing his pro-business 
policies unhampered by 
judicial constraints . 
Grenada Resolution Passes 
The enclosed resolution was 
passed by the elected 
representatives of the student 
body at the State University of 
New York at Buffalo, Faculty 
of Law and Jurisprudence on 
November 3, 1983. It was pass­
ed by a vote of 15-0-2 on 
November 2 in the two hun­
dred and seventh year of the 
independence of the United 
States. 
Whereas, President Ronald 
Reagan has ordered the inva­
sion of the soveereign nation 
of Grenada with members of 
the United States Armed 
Forces; and 
W·hereas, this .invasion 
violates the fundamental prin­
ciples . of the co-existance of 
state~. their independence in 
th€\ wPr.ld~c.o"1m,u!li! v -and. tl,,::,ir. 
freedom- from- jntei:.veAti.on , b1,1 
outside forces 'in internal 
political matters; and 
Whereas, this invasion fur­
ther violates .both the United 
Nations Charter and Charter of 
the Organization of American 
States to which this country 
has promised to abide, as well 
as violating the treaty of the 
Organization of Eastern Carib­
bean States upon which the 
United States based this inva­
sion; and 
Whereas, Ronald Reagan 
has exceeded his authority as 
President of t~e United States 
by sending the Armed Forces 
to invade a country which does 
not threaten the sovereignty of 
the United States and to which 
the United State has no rights 
or interests; and 
Whereas, this invasion is 
violative of the 1973 War 
Powers Resolution as there is 
no declaration of war , 
statutory authorization for 
such intervention or national 
emergency created by attack 
upon , the-l,Jnit~d State~. its ter.­
ritories or possessions, o r. its 
armed forces; and 
Whereas, the Student Bar 
Association of the Faculty of 
Law and Jurisprudence at the 
State University of New York 
at Buffalo, speaking as the 
elected representatives of the 
student body, finds thi s inva­
sion to be morally reprehensi­
ble as United States policy; 
Whereas, we consider the 
reasons stated for this invasion 
by Ronald Reagan to be mere 
sham and totally without any 
legal or moral foundation and 
detrimental to the high stan­
dards we have set for ourselves 
as leaders in the world com­
munity; 
Be it hereby resolved, that 
we find Ronald Reagan's ac­
tions put the United States in 
violation of international and 
domestic law and in violation 
of this sworn oath of office to 
protect and defend the laws of 
this great nation; and be it fur­
ther 
Resolved, that we condemn 
the invasion of Grenada as be­
il')g W1t~put any legal justifica­
tion; and be it further 
Resolved, that we request, 
as · the voting members of this 
democracy, the immediate 
withdraw! of all members of 
the _ United States Armed 
Forces from Grenada. 
='-
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Speakers Bureau 
Presents 
Is America Being Poisoned? 
Lew Regenstein 
(Author -of America 
the Poisoned) 
vs. 
Rita Lavelle 
(Ex-EPA Superfund Director 
and the woman that · held 
. . 
Congress in contempt) 
Wed. Nov. 9 Slee Hall 8pm 
Tickets at Capen and Harriman Ticket Office 
Students St in advance 
S2 at the door 
General S3 in advance 
SS at the door 
In preparation for the Nov. 18 MPRE 
examination will be offered twice: 
Sunday, Nov. 13, 12:00-6:00p.m., 
Room 107 
I 
Wednesday, Nov. 16, 5:00-11:00 p.m., 
Room 107 
The course is FREE to all BAR/BRI. 
enrollees, _with a deposit of $75, fully 
credited toward their BAR/BRI tuition 
and.. includes: 
• 4 hour lecture 
• 2 hour testing 
• Ml?RE book and outline materials 
Preregistration at table until Nov. 11_. 
·I 
24 Hours of Nightmare: Takehome Exams 
by Scott lrgang 
As exam time approaches I 
thought it would be a good 
idea to look at one of our law 
school's most infamous institu­
tions, the 24-hour exam. Don't 
let those professors fool you . 
When they give you a 24-hour 
exam it will take not 10, not 18, 
not 22 3/4, but TWENTY-FOUR 
HOURS. It is during such an ex­
am that one can lose his pa­
tience, temper, self-respect, 
and marbles. Here's a typical 
account: 
7:00 a.m. - Wake up. Not look­
ing forward to what's coming 
but I don't have much of a 
choice. Shower, shave (maybe), 
and grab my trusty briefcase. 
7:45 - Get to classroom. Pre­
tend I'm calm and cool. Chat­
ting with fellow cut-throats, I 
mean students. 
7:55 - While pretending I'm 
not really interested I anxious­
ly wait for the cute secretary 
from the third floor to bring 
down the damn exam. Where is 
she already? 
7:59 - Run down steps of 
classroom. Must make it look 
good. Perfect, fifth on line. No 
one wanls to look too anxious. 
8:30 a.m. - Bring exam back to 
my room . Sit down at desk, ex­
hale slowly, and read both ex-
am questions . Oh no, look 
what he's asking.! How can a 
professor cover one whole 
semester's worth of work in 
two lousy questions? 
9:00-12 Noon - Organize my 
notes, briefs, and xeroxes. Start 
making comments on Ques­
tion 1. Not bad, only 20 hours 
~o go. 
12:00-12:30 - Grab some lunch 
and dream about being 
anywhere but Buffalo. 
12:30-2:30 p.m. - Organize 
answer for Question 1. Hey, 
this is beginning to make 
sense. I must be doing 
something wrong. · 
2:30-5:30 - Write up answer to 
--New Waves-----------------------------
Jazt It Up At ''The Bulls"" 
by Jud Weiksnar 
The air was smoky, the 
seating was cramped, and the 
service was slow, reminiscent 
of the old Tral.f. As usual, the 
breaks between sets seemed 
i'rit~inable. Nobody cared, 
however; for•· we were 
downstairs · at The Bulls, 
waiting to hear Ghalib 
Ghallab. 
Although the faces in 
Chalib's band have changed 
over the years, their beat goes 
on. This is some of the best 
jazz you'll hear anywhere. 
Herb "Shadee" Walker, ·jaz'z 
guitarist extraordinaire, is still 
on leave, touring Europe on his 
own. In coming up with a 
replacement for Shadee, 
Ghalib has chosen the s\rategy 
of NFL teams in the college 
draft. Rather than try to fill the 
position, Ghalib went for the 
best athlete-make that musi-
. cian - available, and chose a 
bright new saxophonist rather 
than a lesser guitarist. Ghalib 
has had sax players before, but 
never one like this. The sound 
is almost good enough to make 
you forget Shadee: 
Ghalib and the boys· played 
their •usual mix of instrumen-
tals and vocal selections, with 
the rhythm section of' .Jerry 
Pickett and Eugene Noei .pun­
ching out an infectious ·beat 
and having a lot of fun at the 
same time. They played 
something new and·something 
old, including songs from their 
first two albums. The music 
was performed with the ex­
cellence and the verve that au­
diences have come to expect 
from Ghalib Ghallab. Missing 
from this set was the usual au-
ifgT0 • -~':,'::':ss1NG • TYPINGltJpe . 
Your Future Can~t ~a-it Much Longer 
It's time to start preparing for your career after 
law school. Prototype can help you send your 
letters of application to prospective employers in 
law firms and corporations. Our computer : 
technology pr-0vides c_ustorri-typed; .professional : 
quality cover letters and resumes at prices often : 
lower than traditional typing services. 
<;omplete Editing CApability ; 
No need for retyping when editing drafts , 
i 1,Typestyles & Symbols to . Repetitive Worlc .it Reduced Prices : 
Choose From Xeroxing, Printing, Bulk Mailing 
Printed to l.oolc lilce Typeset 
Or Type-itten Pick-Up & Delivery AvAilAble 
All Work Gu,mmteecl 
CALL PROTO-TYPE - 883-3348 
Ask For Randy 
r ..•....••••••••••..i 
• ANNOUNCEMENT I 
=LIZ HOLTZMAN, Brooklyn D.A., = g will speak Cl 
g. Monday, Nov. 14, 3:30 p.m. = 
g. . Room 106, on Cl g. Cl 
g. "The War-Making Powers Cl g of the President: Cl 
g. Do EJJective = g Constitutional Limits Exist?'~ Cl 
g. Reception to follow (4:30 p.m.) I
=Sponsored by: 41 
g. Association of Women Law StudentsI 
;. Mitchell Lecture Fund ti 
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Question 1, contemplate Ques- 4:15-6:30 - Finish typing. Hey, is 
tion 2, and thank God there is that sunrise already? Boy, 
no Question 3. feel great (well, maybe just 
5:30-6:30 - Have some dinner. . fair). 
dience participation number. 
Perhaps the foursome was 
tired out, not so much from 
playing the music as from 
shaking hands and bantering 
during the "break." Although 
· the band would probably 
prefer to sneak backstage for -a 
smoke between sets, their pers 
sonality prevents them from 
. doing that._By stayinl( out front 
and talking with: their au: 
dience, the band !>uilc;ts up_a 
goodwill that'keeps tile peop{e 
coming bac~. 
If you'd like to see Ghalib 
Ghallab, he plays at The Bulls 
almost every weekend. To get 
there, take the Thruway west 
about 520 miles. Then take La 
Salle to Lincoln Avenue to Un­
coin Park West: and try to find 
a parking spot. Check him out 
next time you're in .Chicago, 
and tell him Jud seht you.·'·· 
uar1no_•JOSE 
71 BROADWAY, 17th FLOOR 
NEW YORK, NY 10006 
Dream of Swedish blondes, 
Ithaca, and a new Clint 
Eastwood movie. I wonder 
how everyone else is doing? 
Maybe I'm behind . Maybe I'm 
ahead. Maybe I'm delirious. 
6:30-7:00 p.m . - Call up 
girlfriend, parents, best friend, 
newspaper boy, and make ran-
dom obscene phone calls 
(anything to procrastinate). 
7:00 c Read Question 2 
again. Nope, it'hasn't changed 
much since I read it this morn-
ing. 
7:30-10:30 - Organi"ze notes, 
prepare cases, and wonder if 
Sean Connery is really a better 
James Bond than Roger Moore. 
10:30-10:45 - .15 minute break 
to go to bathroom and eat 
cookies (Oreo's are mandatory 
for all 24-hour exams). 
10:45-1 :00 a.m. - Finish writing 
out Question 2. 
1:00-1 :30 - Deeply exhale, 
knowing that the toughest part 
is -over. Time to get out the 
trus'ty typewriter and type this 
sucker up. Turn radio to proper 
station (late night interview 
shows ar.e preferable). Avoid at . 
all costs any station that plays · 
mellow music (Michael Franks 
and Bobby Caldwell are 
definitely out). 
1:30-4:00 - Type, Type, Type, 
Type. Did you ever notice that 
D.J.'splay really strange music 
at this hour of the morning? 
4:00-4:15 a.m. - Oreo's and cof-
fee time (in order to maximize 
caffeine effects of coffee, eat 
it crunchy-raw right out of the 
Ciln). '. ' . -
6:30-7:00 - Reread completed 
typed answers . (People make 
the most embarrassing typo's 
during 24-_hour exams).- Make 
appropriate corrections and 
close eyes. 
7:01 -7:05 - Catch up on all miss­
ed sleep. 
7:06-7:07 - Contemplate if this 
type of exam is inhumane. 
7:08-7:15 - Take quick wake-up 
shower. 
7:15-7:16 - Fall asleep in 
shower. 
7:30 - Begin slow walk to 
class. Remember to tie sneaker 
laces. 
7:45 - Take elevator up to 
A&R. Try to catch 5 seconds of 
sleep as we go from first to 
third floor. 
7:50 a.m. - Elevator doors open 
and I wake up again. I look 
around and .see many ·of my 
classmates looking like "the 
walking·· dead". (Even : the 
women have five · o"clock 
shadows). . . 
7;:$5 -~Hand in m.v efam, Pick 
· up ' receipt, . and .kiss · ~&R 
"clerical worker. I hope: he 
didn't mind. · .· ·. · . 
•8:00 ·- Enjoy the -five inin~tes 
I've earned before the i+hour · 
deadline -passes. Gee, l 'wonder 
if r left an issue out on Qu~s-
tion 2. 
8:30 - Go back to room and 
look over next day's ·schedule. 
Oh, not bad. All I have tomor-
row is a 48-hour exam . 
48-HOURS!ll 
8:30 a.m.-l - ZZZZZZZZZZZZ. 
I fall asleep and d_ream -about 
b.e~pmil)g
' . ' l 
a, doctor. ; 1 ,, l I.. .... ) t- I. • 
TH.ER-E'S A LOT .M·: 
BAR PRE·PARA-TlO· 
. . 
LE·CTURES AND I 
Whlle BRC offers you the flneat law aummarte• 
and lectuNa and the moat comprehensive and 
aophlatlcated teatlng proQram avallable. we.think 
there 11 more to effective bar pNparatlon. 
Each Individual approaches the bar exam with 
Jpeclal strength• and weaknesses. In addition to 
a wide dlaparlty In aubatantlve areas, some 
students have leas aelf-cllaclpllne than others, 
some have problems ~Ith writing esaays or 
answering multiple choice.questions, some have 
troub!• remembering all the testable ~•tall, and 
some have special time and travel pressures that 
can Impede full bar preparation. · 
Some bar applicants wlll work f~II time during 
bar preparation while others wlll not work at all. 
Programs Enhance-Students' Legal Education 
by Robert Turkewitz gram would create favorable legal issues of the disabled. will be held between February interested, please contact me publicity for Buffalo Law, the for further information.This program sets out to ex­ 15 and April 15, 1984. The 
students involved and the legal pose awareness for the disabl­ deadline for entering is The programs and competi­Students at Buffalo Law can profession in general. Anyone ed, to encourage and help November 30, 1983. This is a tions listed above are only a directly benefit from the interested in becoming a VilA other law schools, universities, great opportunity for students few of the kind·of activities we following programs and com­ coorclinator and/or volunteer and society accommodate the to improve their oral advocacy can have here at Buffalo Law. petitions. here at Buffalo Law School disabled, and to explore the skills . Participants :do not sub­ However, these programs and 
In the area of tax, there is a should contact me immediate­ problems that disa1bled mit briefs in the regionals. This competitions are only open to program called the Voluntary ly. lawyers and lay persons en­ competition is not just open to law students who are ABA 
Income· Tax Assistance (VITA} 
.Administrative Judges Law counter in their work .and in ' Moot Courters; however the members . Eveyyone should 
program. Students are trained School Program is looking for everyday Iife. Students who limit is 2 teams per school (4 join the ABA and get involved 
by the IRS to prepare tax schools to conduct actual ad­
· are disabled, who are in­ students in all}. If you're in­ in activities such as those 
returns and to recognize tax ministrative law hearings. The terested in working in this area terested in entering, contact · already mentioned. It only
problems and resolve them. ideal place is our Moot Court­ of law, are encouraged to get me immediately. Last semester costs 58 .00 a year to be a 
However, this program is not room. Observing actual ad­ involved. Please contact me third-year students Len Gulino member! I'm confident you
otherwise connected with the ministrative hearings is a great for further information. and John Curran took first will agree that the benefits 
IRS. VilA participants assist opportunity to learn about ad­ The Concern for Dying pro­ place in the regionals and greatly outweigh the meager
lay persons in the community ministrative law, which, in­ cost.gram explores the · legal came in sixth place in the na­
to prepare their income tax cidentally, 
1 
is gaining in impor­ aspects of death and dying. tional finals . Consider further what your 
returns on a pro bona basis. tance to the legal practitioner. Members of this program are The Client Counseling Com­ membership can do. If you are 
Any taxpayer with an income We need to confirm this pro­ scholars in the field and will petition deals with an area a law school or a law school 
of less than 535,000 is qualified gfam ~ith our ad"?iriist_rati~n give lectures here at Buffalo often neglected · by law organization, you may be eligi­
under Vil A to receive a d with our University m Law regarding such topics as· schools-interviewing clients. ble for ABA matching funds of 
assistance. This program gives o der to utilize the Moot Cour­
· "Living Wills", Euthanasia, and .This Competition gives up to 5750 per event and 
law ·students the opportunity troom. However, lend your other associated topics . stu~ents the opportunity to S1 ,500 per year, •if 35 percent 
to work in a quasi-attorney­ support and keep this program Anyone interested in the pro­ learn and improve altorney­ of your school's students are 
client relationship. VilA pro­ in mind. If you are interested in spect of holding a lecture here client , interviewing skills. The ABA members., What's to help 
vides practical experience to coordinating this program here at Buffalo Law should contact · subject-matter of this · year's us from taking advantage of 
those students interested in tax at Buffalo Law or for the 2nd me for further information. competition is - "landlord­ outside funding? Everyone 
law, and your participation Circuit (N.Y.), please contact Ten ant Problems ." .',The who has not · become an ABAThere are .a number of ABA 
wouid indicate a deep-seated me immediately. competitions open to ABA deadline for 1 apply.ini is member . .If we ,don't take ad­
interest to potential The Disabled Students pro­ members. -The National,, Ap­ Noyember-. 30, 1983 and · the vantaie .of these funds, !;iw 
·employers. Finally; this pro- gram is geared toward· ."the 
.pellate Advocacy Competition · competition. will -, be heid be­ students at other 'law sch®ls 
~een, M.arch -l _and 24. 1983, see~ing fo .<become better 
lawyers certainly will . 
Right now ~e h.tve 19 per­Student Volunteers Needed~:~~:~;f::~:a~2h::=r~1 
interested, contact me. int .cent members .. I wiil post the 
· by Robert Turkewitz will be from 9:00 A.M. to ·12:15 from 1~:1,S to 1:3Q. Dean Jaco~ mediately. . ·· percentag~ of:tnembers on the 
P.M. and will cover topics such D. Hyman will be pres'erited mailroom w•'H: I want to see. ABA essay competitions are 
as the ABC's of Retirement the Edwin F. Jaeckle Award at over 35 perc~nt membershipa great way to expand qne's 
Plans, Investment of Retire­ the luncheon. If anyone is in­ knowledge in an area oflaw. by December 15th. If you are 
terested in . attending _orOn Saturday November ment Plan Assets, Retirement Students. with winni11g essays no~ a member of tilt; ABA and 
19th, 1983 the U/B Law Alumni Plans and Divorce - Special volunteering please contact are awarded a substantial cash fail to join · this week, be 
will conduct its Eighth Annual Problems, and, Distributions me for Jurther information prize and may be asked to pre­ assured that you have 
Convocation at the Center for from the Plan. Students are en­ (Box no. 265). . sent his or her essay-befo,re the everything to. lose and nothing 
Tomorrow on the' · Amherst couraged' to attend ''and may ' There are ·m·any .upcomiilg ABA, all expenses paid: A listis to gain. If you were a member 
Campus. This years topic will be · sponsored by Alumni. Alumni sponsored activities now being compiled along check to make sure you . paid 
be "Fina'h'cial Planning for Volunteers are needed to help over the next year. I will try to with relevant information. your dues. Instead of com­
and may attend the luncheon keep you informed. 
'ti 
, , . plaining ; about ·h,ow little ~uf­Retirement?· ·rh'e ' tor'1Cocati6'n 
. • _,. _ ; • .:,.:.. !'I.\ , • • there are competitions, in. ,the 
areas·-of Environmental, -fami­ . falo-- law -has -- to offer, doJ' 
ly, and Health Law. If you are something about it! 
~ORE TO 'EFFE·c .,TIV.E 
)N THAN OUT·LINES, 
. . 
PRACTICE EXAMS·. 
The cumulatlve effect of tiJeH va"ablea 
'makes each student truly unique. That la whJ '­
BRC has gone well beyond the tradltlonal ap­
proach to bar reviewing by developlng a wide 
range ·of features, speclal programs and op­
tions that -•now our students to tallor the 
course to their personal needs-· 
• Detailed Study Regimen 
• Continuous Evaluation 
• Marino Problem Integration 
• Josephson Issue Graphs 
• Examsmanship Clinics 
(BRC 
ENROLL NOW AND SA VE 
-. POSITlON -:~ 
AVlILABL~· 
:1'1' 
Must be sfQterely dedic~ted to 
improving the quality of)_ife and : 
education at 'Buffalo Law -School. ' 
Excellent benefits. Please submit 
statement and resume to SBA. 
"REASONS NOT TO~ 
JOIN THE ABA 
1. Practical legal problems really confuse me! 
-2 . The Student Lawyer and the ABA Journal 
don't have sexy centerfolds! L 
3. I want to be unemployed after law school! 
4 . I don't want to clutter my resume with desirable 
facts! 
5. I don't want to meet people who can further my 
career! 
-Don't make the JOKE on You. 
JOIN THE ABA, TODAY! 
• Applications available in the mailroom 
..... .._____________________tP,.. -
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~f-------------------..........-----....,...,..,,-,---------'GTHE JESSUP IS HERE! 
The problem for the 1984 Jessup 
Moot Court Competition is 
available to interested 2nd and 3rd 
year students in the International 
Law Society Office. Potential 
competitors or any other interested 
students can get involved by 
stopping by Room 113 during 
office hours or by contacting Jeff 
Johnson or Chrys Vergos. The 
problem can be picked up from 
November 
. 
11 through 15. 
-
·Stagmurs 
-Letter--
New Funding 
Of Desmond 
Denounced 
continued from page 2 
The same rationale of hard 
work was used to justify the 
reason for Board members be­
ing provided with a free dinner. 
None of these arguments 
warrant the allocation of stu­
dent fees for this purpose. It 
may be traditional to end the 
competition with an expense­
free dinner for participants and 
organizers, but that tradition 
has been financed by the 
Alumni Association . Addi­
tionally, if the judges find the 
competition an unrewarding, 
or of such dubious value, that 
they are only enticed by the 
dinner provided for themselves 
and their spouses or guests, 
then I suggest that the program 
needs some re-evaluation . As a 
corollary to that argument, I 
would also suggest that if there 
is a danger that judges may be 
deterred from future participa­
tion if not provided with din­
ner, then I've no doubt that the 
administration, or some other 
body, would step in with the 
necessary dollars to preserve 
the perquisite and the pro­
gram. 
Furthermore, the expense of 
the competition is one that is 
assumed by the individual par­
ticipants. Granted, it .is too 
costly, but such expense is 
wholly unrelated to the dinner 
issue and · shoold·- be- -dealth 
. ¥<.~th i anothi:,f forum . 
Moreover, I don' t know of a 
single organization whose ac­
tive membership doesn't 
"work hard" for little, or no, 
remuneration . And I 
vehemently object to the in-
. ference that the Moot Court 
Board works harder than 
members of other organiza­
tions and, .thus, deserve's com­
pensation in the form of din-· 
ner. No other organization has 
the privilege of taking itself 
out to dinner on student funds 
for work that it quite·voluntari­
ly undertook, regardless of the 
degree of effort. When similar 
misuse of allocated student 
funds has occurred in the past, 
it has generated considerable 
inquiry into ·the financial ar­
rangements of the student 
group. 
Finanlly, the S.B.A. Board, in 
their willingness to feed peo­
ple, didn't even see fit to 
recommend t~at the Moot 
Court Board first approach the 
administration with their pre­
sent financial difficulty. When 
the question of the administra­
tion's assistance was raised, it 
was answered with "Schlegel 
has frozen our budget." 
Perhaps Schlegel has shown 
more fiscal responsibility than 
anyone else involved. 
As a cheap parting shot, it 
has been said that this year's 
competition has seen the 
destruction of an estimated 
one thousand dollars worth of · 
library materials. It galls me 
that students who have been 
disadvantaged and dishonored 
by this vandalism should now 
be called upon to reward such 
"lawyerly" behavior. 
Kathy O'Hara 
. 3rd Year S.B.A. Director~ '"'":'_______.....___...·, _:.,• ,.::v_:;,~ ...... .__....,_..:...;,;..:_ __..._~--;..;..;i,-..;;.._....., ..... ____....__...._____________,__...J 
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INTELL..ccTOAL 
I BARF. 
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Wil~~~ ~~@©~@ W~~~ 
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~iYlW[Q)(g~'if~ 
Save ffloney. 8n-' receive 
conllnu9us s-.pPGrt-from 
Josephson CESI.RC, America's 
finest acadelllic team · 
. . \ 
Since most of you will eventually take a bar review cours~. It makes sense to enroll now 
In BRC, the nation's fastest growing bar review course and receive early benefits. You pay 
only a $50 down payment, and receive the following: 
• BRC OUTLINES THROUGHOUT LAW 
SCHOOL 
Pre•enrollment In BRC entitles you to 
BRC Law Summaries, the finest bar 
review materials available, for use 
during law school. These Law 
Summaries are replaced with a new, 
revised set when you begin actual bar 
preparation in our, course. 
• JOSEPHSON ISSUE GRAPHS (JIGS) 
Special vlsual study aids - very 
popular! 
• GUARANTEED COURSE PRICE 
. Stop Inflation! By enrolling now, you 
assure yourself of your bar review 
course at existing prices. 
0 
• IAC • ■UDDY BUCKS" 
Our "tell a friend" campaign entitles ' 
you to S20 for each friend who enrolls 
with BRC. Our Campus Reps have 
Buddy Bucks for distribution. 
• BIG DISCOUNTS ON CES MATERIALS 
First and second year enrollees will be , 
entitled to at least a 10% discount on all 
CES legal study.aids, including the Sum 
& Substance of Lew books and lecture 
cassette tapes, written and delivered by 
some of the nation's most outstanding 
law professors (many author the major 
required la"'! school texts). 
• EXAM WRITING LECTURE CASSETTE 
First year enrollees receive valuable 
"How to Write Law School Exams" 
lecture by Professor Michael Josephson 
(Standard C-90 audiocassette) 
. ~ Wdh,;,.._,_...__ 
CES/BRC · · 
~nno-JO$CPhSOO/BRC 
71 Broadway, 171h Fl., New York; N.Y. 1~ (212) 344-8180 • (212) 344-6181 
' 
Ln.Univ~~~-Press 
56 Harriman Library
Main Street Campus 
· 
r -
> 
lnternati0nal Conference On The ParanGr:ma.J.-· 
\... 
TAKE THE WORK OUT o ·F 
JOB HUNTNG! 
) \,r , 
See' University Press~ the speciaiists for: 
._. res,um·es~· 
. . 
..resume kits.. 
--personal stationery:. 
..business cards.. 
..cover letters .. 
~ ' 
computerized.listing of employers across the 
country 
Our resume sample books are available in all 
campus placement ·offic~s. 
( Convenient ..qn-campus location. 
Look us up for all your printing_ needs! 
'' 
Hours: ~i~ 
Monday - Friday 9:30 - 4·:15 '· ·. 
Wednesday - 9:30 - 7:15 831-2588 
continued from page ·1 
to investigate the paranormal. 
The impetus for what Kurtz 
calls a "folk religion" in the 
paranormal is an evolution of 
beliefs in witchcraft, sorcery, 
occult or other similar "ex­
planations" for events that 
were beyond scientific ra­
tionale and verification in the 
Middle Ages . Tliis belief in the 
paranormal has also thrived as 
a result of the wave of scien­
tific advancements in the 
twentieth century which lend 
credence to explanations for 
theories formerly denounced 
as impossible or unbelievable . 
"The boundaries of human 
knowledge are constantly ex­
panding and being refined," 
states Kurtz, "and what was 
unknowable yesterday may 
become scientifically ex­
plicable the next day." He 
cites new scientific discoveries 
such as black holes, the DNA 
code, and subatomic particles: 
concepts that would have 
been denounced twenty years 
ago as being products of the 
fantasy and imagination. As 
, Kurtz points out: "Present-day 
science for many seems to 
d.emonstrate . that virtually 
anything is possible, that what 
was thought to be impractical 
or unreal is later- discqvered to 
be so." 
How is one to deal with the 
paranormal? Kurtz and others 
indicate that the media seems 
to dramatize it and· fails to ap­
ply the same critical analyses 
it gives to "serious" subjects. 
As a result, the generations of 
today are led to unreservedly 
accept much fiction as truth . 
This is compounded by the in- . 
flux of paranormal in televi­
sion and films . In the end, 
Kurtz warns, people may aban­
don use of their critical judg­
ment and intelligence. 
Science, Kurtz says, should 
use skepticism in dealing with 
the paranormal. It should 
cautiously debunk nonsensical 
paranormal beliefs on the 
basis of a careful examination 
of facts . Science should be 
neutral and keep an open ~h,d 
about unsuspected 
possibilities yet to be 
discovered, "for the history of 
science is full of radical depar­
tures from established prin-
ciples." 
Kurtz cautions, "A proto­
science may thus be emerging 
that deserves careful appraisal 
by the scientific and intellec­
tual community . . . , skep­
ticism is essential to the very 
life-blood of scientific in­
quiry . . . If all the facts are 
not in, then we should suspend 
judgment." 
The CSICOP conference pro­
voked much thought for this 
author. I have always wanted 
to believe in the paranormal, 
UFO's, psychokinesis and 
other types of phenomena that 
appear to occur but still evade 
statistical, scientific verifica­
tion. Yet there also is the skep­
tic side that discounts all of 
this. Thus, it becomes an act of 
acrobatics: where is there a 
balance between the two? 
What do we do until all the 
facts are in and we can p~ss 
judgment? 
Special thought is evoked in 
the application of paranormal 
of the legal world . What do 
you do if you are confronted 
with a (situation similar to the 
one Stephen King presents in 
his new movie "The Dead 
Zone"? 
"The Dead Zone" is a story handle this? Does it accept 
that involves a man, John evidence of his power? If 
Smith, who has power to see Smith pleads that he commit­
future events and alter them ted the homocide knowingly 
by giving warning before the and purposefully, is he to be 
events take place. His po~er i,s charged with murder: or is the 
seen and verified by many. homocide an act of justifica­
One of his experiences in- tion and self-defense, in light 
volves a crafty politician in a of • the circumstances, that 
quest for power who will should be dismissed? 
become President of the U.S. How is one to prove what 
and irrationally start a nuclear Smith has foreseen, let alone 
holocaust. Smith attempts to prove that it is what is to take 
assassinate the politician to place? · 
save the world from certain Fortunately, Stephen · King 
doom, but during th'e saves us (rom this dilemma 
assassination attempt the . and has Smith die. But ~s legal 
politician , shields himself with scholar_,s_ who may. b( faced 
a child and escapes unscathed. · with such a situation in the 
Just befor~ Smith dies , future,howarewetodealwith 
however, he forsees that the the paranormal? How\ do we 
politician will com_mit suicide distinguish between the 
because of the shame and bad pranksters and those who real­
publicity brought upon himself ly believe in what they profess? 
by his conduct in the assassina- Do we apply subjective or ob­
tion attempt. jective criteria? l:low effective 
The problem that is raised is the "reasonable man" stan­
by this movie is in proving the dard when confronted with 
mens rea if Smith succeeded in the, as yet, "unreasonable"? 
the assassination and were Although I have no answers 
charged with murder. Here is a to these questions, the CSICOP 
man whose proven power sav- is certainly welcome to take 
ed people's lives and helped up discussion of such a pro­
police solve' a string of vocative topic . It may prove 
murders. How is the court\ to very interesting. 
' I 
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continued from page 4 
_ "Good for you, " I said , "It sort of s1ipped my mind," 
" Now, can I please read my "I think that you had better 
magazine?" see a lawyer," I said . 
" Sure, " he said , "Do " But you 're a lawyer!" 
whatever you want." " No, I am not," I corrected 
I flipped back a few pages to him. "I am a student of the 
the "World" section to a story law. There is a difference." I 
about the nuclear freeze think. 
movement in Europ~ I looked up, It was my turn 
"What do you think about at the Moneymatic machine, I 
nuclear 'war?" my new found was there, finally , What a feel­
friend asked, ing, I punched in my secret 
"I'm definitJ ly against it," I number and made a'. qui.<!:k 
answered . balance inquiry, I almost cried, 
"You godless communists Even if I transferred all of the 
are all alike," he said money in my savings account 
disgustedly, into my checking account and 
"Thank God for that," I com- put the ten dollars in my wallet 
mented. in along with it, I would still be 
The line had been moving five dollars short of being able 
slowly . The Moneymatic to pay my rent 
machine was now actually in Thinking quickly, I turned 
site, around and glared at my 
"You're a law student, tormentor of the past half 
right?" my companion asked, hour, 
· "That's correct," I said, "You know that advice, I 
"Well maybe you could give gave youl" I asked, 
me some advice then," He nodded, 
"I'm sure that I could," "Well, it will cost you five 
"You have an answer for bucks," 
everything, don't you," he ask- "five bucks!!!" he shouted, 
ed. "Just pay tJP or I'll sue you," 
"I am a student of the law," I shot back, 
I responded, "I am supposed He handed over the five 
to have an · answJ!r for dollars, I made the transaction 
everything." and took off, but not before 
"Well, anyway," he con- shouting back a quote from 
tinued, "I'm having some tax Barten , Holyday's 
problems, It seems · that I Technogamia : '"A man may as 
forgot to report my stock well open an oyster without a 
dividends for last year." , knife, as a lawyer's mouth 
"You forgot?!?" without a fee,"' 
HAPPY .THANKSGIVING 
To ALL FROM 
The Opinion Staff! 
;. '---, 
Law School's Jocks DisplaJ Cridiron Feats 
by Chris Fink tramural football team which 
is undefeated in regular season 
Who said Law students for the last two years! 
couldn't be super jocks? Well, The team consists solely of 
behind the unlikely combina- second and third-year Law 
tion of Frank Cecere's arm, students and has just com­
yours truly's 'legs, and , Tim pleted the regular season with 
Alston's fists, the Buffalo Law seven wins and no losses. Our 
School has · fl~ded an in- . 
·· ... ,· 
• f, , · 
D ISMOND MOOT 
'i?\ COURT 
COMPETITION 
. ORAL 'ARGUMENT 5CtfE(?ULE 
t. .•• ., 
Wed., Nov 9, 7 & 9 p.m. Preliminaries 
Thurs., Nov 10, 7 & 9 p.m. Quarterfinals 
Fri., Nov. 11, 7 & 9 p.m. Semifinals 
Sat., Nov. 12, 2 p.m. final Round 
Moot Court Room 
That question 
the leading case of. . . 
TH~ COURT: .~ever mind, Counselor. · 
pbj~cti0n sustaine~. ··Opposing_ counsel 
is directed to submit that question to ... 
'tf.i> 
team will begin the playoffs 
ranked Number One in the 
league because we've scored a 
total of 175 points while allow­
ing only 12. 
Co-captain Steve "Sticky 
Fingers" Baxley, who is respon­
sible for naming the team Aunt 
Mary's Kitchen, feels the 
team's success has been a 
result of the cool-headedness 
of our wide receivers, especial­
ly Paul Harnisch, who also is in 
charge of tennis court security 
during the game. 
Important changes from last 
year's team include the signing 
of Bob."I'm just a dumb offen­
sive lineman" Zickl and Mike 
"Mr. Strut" Morse. In the first 
game of the year, Bob caught 
two touchdown passes and 
thus doubled his lifetime out-
·Announcement 
On Saturday, November 12, the Black American Law Students Association in 
• conjunction with the Latin, Asian, Native American Law Students Association 
wlll be sponsoring its 1983 Law~Day; The theme of the law day is "Law and 
Politics In the 80's.-" Hugh S"eott, candidate for city court judge in Buffalo will 
be the keynote speaker. 
The program will include lectures, workshops, panel discussions, and many 
other activities. Everyone is i,ivited to attend. Admission is FREE. Students 
thinking about a career in Law are especially encouragecl to attend. The Law Day 
will be held on November 12, 1983 in the KIVA room, BALDY HALL in the 
U/B Amherst Campus. The program starts at 12 noon ...Be there! 
put. Mike's defensive skills 
have left forearm prints on / 
every lineman in the league. 
Because the league consists 
mostly of ·undergraduates, 
Aunt Mary's Kitchen has pick­
ed up the nickname of The 
Old, Fat Men, and Ed "Grand­
pa" ·Murphy hasn't hurt that 
image one bit. Keith Martin 
has played a flawless year on 
the defensive line and Craig 
Sheils plays both wide receiver 
and defensive back. (One of 
the few athletes who can go 
both ways, and do it well .) 
Quarterback Frank 
"Wheels" Cecere leads the 
league in touchdown passes 
but only because of the great 
protection provided by Baxley, 
Zickl, and "EddiP. Mustafa" 
Alston. Co-captain Chris Fink 
has humbly excelled whenever 
he sb!ps on the field . "Papa 
Bear" Kurt Sherman is the 
team owner, cheerleading sec­
tion, and team mascot. It re­
mains to be seen whether or 
not the team can use him as a 
secret weapon in the upcom­
ing playoffs. 
Also, from this team came · 
the -core of another successful 
team, Jungle-land . Co­
captained by Scott Seg~I and 
Neil Dickson, both formerly of 
Aunt Mary's Kitc:hen, this Law 
School intramural t~am has 
only one loss so far, and leads 
its respective division. · 
Playoffs begin this week and 
all the Law Schoot · teams 
welcome the support of those 
students who want to come 
out and see the games. 
State University of New York at Buffalo School of Flaw 
. 
,. 
•Th8re IS a· choice! YoU can . writ& for 
us, ·or we can. write ··.• ·abou-t you! 
SUBMIT by Noveniber 15, or else••• 
Q: Isn't it true~ Mr~ Sohrackle~ that::. 
MR.BIRZOFF: Objection, Your Honor. 
calls for innuendo, 
h~arsay: and character-assassination. hi 
· · · 
